
UNFAIR BUSINESS ENTITIES THAT VIOLATE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS   

Register in 2023 

 

 

Name of the 

subject who 

committed the 

offense 

The name of the 

non-compliant 

document (clause 

of the article) 

Content of the violation Image of trademarks 

1 

 "MARHAMAT 

SAVDO 

SANOAT" LLC 

Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

Article 13 
 

The trademark "Choparbola" used by 

"MARHAMAT SAVDO SANOAT" LLC was 

found to be confusingly similar to the trademark 

"Chopar" belonging to "CHOPAR DELIVERY" 

LLC. 

  
 

 
 

2 

"MALIKA 

LABORATORI

ES" LLC 

Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

Article 13 

The trademark "IMUDON-MAL" used by 

"MALIKA LABORATORIES" LLC was found to 

be confusingly similar to the trademark 

"IMUDON" owned by Abbott Products Operations 

AG. 

 
 

3 

"HAN TEX 

CITY RD" LLC 
Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

Article 13 
 

"HAN TEX CITY RD" LLC was found to be 

illegally using the trademark MGU-44559 

belonging to "MUBINA GRAND TEXTILE" LLC. 

 

 

 
 



4 

 “Excellent 

Medical Pharm” 
LLC 

Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The first part of 

Article 13 is the 

third and fourth 

paragraph 

 

The trademark "Imudon" used by "Excellent 

Medical Pharm" LLC was found to be confusingly 

similar to the trademark "Imudon" owned by 

"Abbott Products Operations AG" (Switzerland). 

 

 

5 

“Yuqori Savdo 

Biznes” LLC 
Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The first part of 

Article 13 is the 

third paragraph 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The trademark "Assorty" used by "Yukori 

Savdo Biznes" LLC was found to be confusingly 

similar to the trademark "Assorti" owned by "Sheris 

Rent Group" LLC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 "Universal Law of the The MuMs trademark used by Universal Sweet  



Sweet" LLC Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The first part of 

Article 13 is the 

third and fourth 

paragraph 

 

 

LLC was found to be confusingly similar to the 

M&M's trademark owned by Mars, Incorporated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 

"Ne'mat Lazer 

Servis" LLC 
Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The first part of 

Article 13 is the 

third and fourth 

paragraph 

 

The marks "Strikers", "Bonty", "Maris" used by 

"Ne'mat Lazer Servis" LLC were found to be 

confusingly similar to the trademarks "Snickers", 

"Bounty" and "Mars" owned by Mars, 

Incorporated. . 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 

8 

"Choco Soft" 

LLC 
Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The first part of 

Article 13 is the 

third and fourth 

paragraph 

 

 

The trademark "Carmella" used by "Choco 

Soft" LLC was found to be confusingly similar to 

the trademark "Snickers" owned by Mars, 

Incorporated. 

  

9 

“Komron-Fayz 

Biznes” LLC 
Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The first part of 

Article 13 is the 

third and fourth 

paragraph 

 

 

The mark "Sayyora" and "Snowbars" used by 

"Komron-Fayz Biznes" LLC was found to be 

confusingly similar to the trademark "Snickers" 

owned by "Mars, Incorporated". 

  

  



10 

“Abdulxamid-

Hojiota” Private 

Enterprise 

Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The first part of 

Article 13 is the 

third and fourth 

paragraph 

 

The trademark "Tikki" used by Abdulhamid-

Hojiota PE was found to be confusingly similar to 

the trademark "Twix" owned by Mars, 

Incorporated. 

 

 

  

11 

“Bonu 

Chocolate” LLC 
Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The first part of 

Article 13 is the 

third and fourth 

paragraph 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The mark "m m" used by Bonu Chocolate LLC 

was found to be confusingly similar to the 

trademark "M&M's" owned by Mars, Incorporated. 

 

 



12 

“XASANBOY 

JAVOXIR 

BOG‘OT ECO 

MARKET” LLC 

Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

Article 13 
 

The trademark "Ecobozor" used by Xasanboy 

Javoxir Bog‘ot Eco Market LLC was found to be 

confusingly similar to the trademark "Ecobozor" 

owned by Gradient LLC 

“XASANBOY JAVOXIR BOG‘OT ECO 

MARKET” MChJ  

 

“GRADIENT” MChJ 

 

 

“CLASS-FOOD-

SERVIS” LLC 
Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The first part of 

Article 13 is the 

third and fourth 

paragraph 

 

 

"S&S's" product brought to the territory of 

Uzbekistan by "CLASS-FOOD-SERVIS" LLC was 

found to be phonetically similar to "M&M's" 

trademark of "MARS INCORPORATED" 

company. 

 



 

 

“ZAM ZAM 

PLUS” Family 

Business 

Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The second part 

of Article 13  
 

"CATAYA" product brought to the territory of 

Uzbekistan by "ZAM ZAM PLUS" Family 

Business was found by "MILANO XIEYE" LLC to 

be similar to "CATAYA" trademark, which was 

previously introduced into civil circulation. 

 
“CATAYA” 

 

“GRAND 

REFRIGERAT

OR” Family 

Business 

Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The first part of 

Article 13 is the 

third and fourth 

paragraph 

 

 

“KLEO" product imported to the territory of 

Uzbekistan by "GRAND REFRIGERATOR" 

Family Business was found to be phonetically 

similar to "KLEO" trademark previously registered 

by "SAM-FERRE" LLC. 

 
 

“KLEO” 

 

“LIFE 

COSMETIC 

PRODUCTS” 
JV LLC 

Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The second part 

of Article 13  
 

 

The product imported to the territory of 

Uzbekistan by the Uzbek-Chinese joint venture in 

the form of "LIFE COSMETIC PRODUCTS" LLC 

was found to be similar to the trademark 

"CARBON" previously introduced into civilian 

circulation by "LARA ASIA GROUP" LLC. 

 



 

 

“VICTORIA 

TAG” LLC 
Law of the 

Republic of 

Uzbekistan "On 

Competition" 

The first part of 

Article 13 is the 

third and fourth 

paragraph 

 

 

"CHOCOLATE&Nutty" collective goods 

brought to the territory of Uzbekistan by 

"VICTORIA TAG" LLC was found to be similar to 

"SNICKERS'" trademark previously registered by 

"MARS INCORPORATED". 

 
 

 


